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COLOUR INDEX

The 1963 SUPPLEMENT to the Second Edition of the Colour Index now brings this important reference work up to date.

This 1,124-page volume contains dyes introduced since the publication of the 3,152-page Second Edition in four volumes. The Commercial Names Index has been completely revised. Information on fastness testing has been up-dated. The Section on Sulphur Dyes has been rewritten and a new section on reactive dyes has been added.

The Colour Index is the only complete reference of coloring matters available. It includes information on methods of application, colorfastness, chemical structure, characteristic reactions, index of products and trade names, fastness tests and rating methods, new and old Colour Index numbers, Schultz and AATCC prototype numbers and a hue indication chart.


Now sold as a five-volume set, the Colour Index and Supplement is specially priced at $154.00. Those now holding the four-volume set of the Colour Index may purchase the supplement for $42.00, postage paid. Orders in the United States, Mexico, Central and South America, excluding British possessions, should be placed with:

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF TEXTILE CHEMISTS AND COLORISTS

PO Box 886, Durham, NC 27702

In other countries, orders should be addressed to:

THE SOCIETY OF DYERS AND COLOURISTS

19 Piccadilly, Bradford, Yorks, England